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Perfect Finish 

 

The Perfect Finish Series is a modern, intensive all round series designed for the widest possible field of 
applications. This series is suited for almost any type of printing press (perfecting as well as straight 
forward printing), and for printing on almost all kinds of absorbing substrates. It is mainly based on 
renewable raw materials. 

The Perfect Finish Series combines the so far incompatible properties − excellent gloss and fast setting. 
Fast setting enables a short time-frame between printing, and respectively finishing. Besides that, the 
Perfect Finish Series offers not only excellent gloss for the printed product, but also the highest degree of 
reliability for finishing. 

The Perfect Finish Series is characterised by: 

fast setting excellent gloss good rub resistance 

As a modern ink series, Perfect Finish complies with all requirements of ISO-Norm 2846-1. Its intensity 
and dot sharpness, meet all requirements of ISO-Norm 12647-2 regarding the ink properties, as well as 
achieving a very neutral grey-balance. 

As a modern ink series, Perfect Finish complies with all requirements of ISO-Norm 

2846-1. Its intensity and dot sharpness, meet all requirements of ISO-Norm 12647-2 

regarding the ink properties, as well as achieving a very neutral grey-balance. 

 

Properties: 
 

fast work and turn 5 

fast processing/finishing 4 

rub resistance 4 

gloss 5 

setting fest 

suited for perfecting yes 

IR curing recommended yes 

ductfresh yes 

 

5 = excellent 4 = very good 3 = good 2 = satisfying 1 = sufficient 

 

 
 

item no. light transp. spirit nitro alcali 

Perfect Finish Yellow 93315 5 + + + + 

Perfect Finish Magenta 93316 5 + + + - 

Perfect Finish Cyan 93317 8 + + + + 
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Perfect Finish Black 52548 8 - - - + 

Perfect Finish Black* 52549 8 - + + + 

 
 

*all fastnesses 

+ properties given, - properties not given 

 


